If you read any global health publication—whether it be about injury prevention, non-communicable diseases or vaccines—you are likely to find a footnote in a table or a sentence in the statistical methods section indicating that the results were ‘controlled’ for sex or gender. Although the terms sex and gender are often used interchangeably in the literature, the distinction between them is important. Sex, or the biological differences between males and females, is based on the sex chromosome complement, reproductive tissues and sex steroid concentrations. In contrast, gender is based on behaviours, occupations and activities defined by social or cultural norms, and can refer to differences among men, women and gender minorities. There is ample evidence that both sex and gender contribute meaningfully to global health outcomes. In this article, we explore what it means when we ‘control’ for sex or gender, and whether this practice can have unintended outcomes.

Statistically, we seek to uncover how predictors influence a health outcome. In global health, predictors can be demographic (eg, age or race), medical (eg, type or presence of treatment) or intervention based (eg, access to intervention or not). In many cases, a third type of variable, known as a ‘confounder’, must also be taken into account. In the statistical literature, there are many technical definitions of confounding. For our purposes, a confounding variable is a risk factor for the outcome that is also associated with the predictor, such that the observed relationship between predictor and outcome is confused by the presence of the confounder. For example, in studying the relationship between age and the likelihood of getting a COVID-19 vaccine, sex or gender could be considered confounders if, in your study population, women were older and more likely to get the vaccine than men. In this case, sex, gender, or both, might make it difficult to understand the causal relationship between age and the likelihood of vaccination.

Controlling for sex or gender means treating these variables as confounding factors, rather than variables of importance to the research question. Technically, this usually means that a term was included in a regression model to account for the fact that sex, gender, or both, might influence the predictor and the outcome, and possibly confuse the relationship under investigation. While this allows for sex or gender differences in the outcome at baseline, it also forces this difference to be the same at all levels of the predictor (note the parallel lines in figure 1A). For example, if we return to our example of how age (predictor) impacts the likelihood of getting the COVID-19 vaccine (outcome), controlling for sex or gender forces the difference between men and women to be the same at all ages. This approach assumes that the change in the likelihood of getting vaccinated with age is the same for men and women.

In reality, there are countless examples that demonstrate that the true relationships between our predictors and outcomes of interest do, in fact, differ by both sex and gender. We argue that relationships such as the ones depicted in figure 1B, where the sex/
gender difference changes across levels of the predictor, are often more accurate than the one depicted in figure 1A. There is considerable danger in ignoring such sex and gender differences by controlling for them statistically. For example, reanalysis of a randomised controlled trial comparing different antiretroviral therapy regimens for HIV management found higher rates of efficacy, adverse events and treatment discontinuation in women compared with men. Evidence suggests that this may be due to sex differences in drug metabolism, leading to higher drug exposure in females, yet the original analysis of this data completely ignored the role of sex as a biological variable by controlling for sex in statistical analyses.

In this case, and in many others, assuming the outcome of the drug regimen was the same in men and women was not only incorrect, but detrimental to the health of women who were likely over-dosed, more likely to suffer side effects, and to discontinue treatment than men.

Although the tendency to ‘control’ for sex or gender is based in statistics, it is also pervasive in public health interventions and messaging, which often ignore sex as a biological variable or are blind to gender inequalities. For example, the link between gender norms and tobacco use has been thoroughly exploited by the tobacco industry. Tobacco advertising highlights associations between smoking and masculinity, or alternately, promotes smoking as a symbol of independence and sexuality to target women. Public health interventions for tobacco control, however, such as increasing prices and taxation of tobacco products, often do not consider the gendered aspect of this issue. The absence of gender-responsive tobacco control measures may explain why more countries saw significant decreases in the prevalence of smoking in men than in women between 2005 and 2015. Once again, treating sex and gender as confounding variables to be controlled for (or ignored), instead of meaningful sources of variation in the population, is detrimental to equitably improving global health.

Instead of controlling for sex and gender—be it statistically or in the application of an intervention—we urge those working in global health to consider sex and gender as variables of importance that can explain, rather than confuse, their research. A first, and necessary, step is to disaggregate data to interrogate how sex and gender intersect with each other or with the predictors and outcomes under investigation. Disaggregation of
data is a trigger for sex-responsive and gender-responsive research that allows for understanding how the true relationship between a predictor and outcome differs between males and females or among men, women and gender minorities. This avoids the pitfalls and unintended consequences of ignoring sex as a biological variable and gender as a social variable, and adds richness and depth to the field of global health, which undoubtedly benefits the populations we serve.
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